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Polybutadiene �PB� has a low glass temperature Tg and exhibits rubbery behavior during mechanical
perturbation. The corresponding PB-based polyurea �PU� has a higher Tg and fails in a brittle mode
for high strain rates. However, unlike in glasses, this brittle failure is accompanied by large energy
dissipation. Dielectric relaxation measurements demonstrate that whereas the PB segmental
dynamics are faster than the strain rate during impact loading, for PU these motions are on the order
of the strain rate, �105 s−1. Consequently, impact induces a transition to the glassy state, with the
accompanying response markedly different from that of a rubber. © 2007 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2745212�

Although high elasticity is the defining characteristic of
rubber, elastomers are also used because of the substantial
mechanical hysteresis and energy loss accompanying their
deformation. Applications of rubber relying on this inelastic-
ity include1 dampers, anechoic coatings for sound absorp-
tion, wet-skid-resistant tire treads, shock absorbers, and vi-
bration isolation systems �although damping is not always
the main purpose of the latter two�. Some applications in-
volve high rates of strain, for which the response of the elas-
tomer may differ appreciably from typical rubbery behavior.
In particular, if the loading imposes a strain rate sufficiently
high that the material response extends to frequencies be-
yond the rubbery plateau regime of the viscoelastic spec-
trum, rearrangements of the polymer chains over a signifi-
cant length scale are precluded. The polymer exhibits a
“leathery” behavior as it begins to transition to a glassy state;
this glass transition zone is associated with large energy
dissipation.2 To exploit this effect requires rubbers having
relatively high glass transition temperatures, although Tg
must be lower than the use temperature. The exact value
depends on the relevant strain rate. Tg is conventionally de-
fined as the temperature at which the heat capacity or thermal
expansivity changes abruptly. However, the glass transition
temperature is rate dependent3 �“dynamic glass transition”�,
so that in the present context a more useful definition of Tg is
the temperature at which the material response becomes sig-
nificantly slower than the experimental time scale �i.e.,
Deborah number �1�. When this condition prevails during
impact loading, the rubber transitions to a glass, with conse-
quent high levels of mechanical energy absorption.

Two polybutadiene-based elastomers were studied: 1,4-
polybutadiene �PB�, reacted with 0.05% organic peroxide to
form a lightly cross-linked network �for shape retention�, and
a polyurea �PU� formed by the reaction of amine-terminated
1,4-polybutadiene �1.2 kg/mol molecular weight� with an
isocyanate. The PU has a partially phase-separated structure,
with rigid isocyanate domains embedded within the compli-
ant polybutadiene. It was measured by thermal gravimetric
analysis to have a water content equal to 0.8%, reflecting the
absorption of ambient humidity. The important distinction

between the two rubbers is that Tg �measured calorimetri-
cally� of the polybutadiene is about 32° lower than Tg of the
polybutadiene phase of the polyurea �see Table I�. �Note that
the Tg of the PU hard segment domains is much higher,
�400 K, and not relevant herein.� Dielectric relaxation mea-
surements of the local segmental dynamics were carried out
using a Novocontrol alpha analyzer. From these data we de-
termine the frequency of the local segmental relaxation pro-
cess, which gives rise to a prominent dispersion in the di-
electric loss spectrum. The local segmental dynamics involve
correlated conformational transitions of a couple of back-
bone bonds and, along with all chain motions over larger
length scales, become “frozen out” upon vitrification. Dielec-
tric spectroscopy has the advantage over mechanical mea-
surements because dielectric data can be routinely obtained
at high frequencies ��106 Hz�. Room temperature impact
tests were also carried out on the two elastomers. The impact
tests involved accelerating a metallic projectile through the
rubber, with the latter affixed to a steel substrate. High speed
video was used to determine the projectile velocity, and thus
the strain rate imposed on the elastomer coating. Prior me-
chanical characterization of this PU has been limited to strain
rates below 104 s−1.4–6

The dielectric loss curve for the PU at 296 K is shown in
the inset to Fig. 1. The absorption peak corresponds to the
segmental dispersion, reflecting the local motion of dipoles
oriented transverse to the chain contour �this process is also
seen in the spectra of polar, glass-forming liquids and is
commonly referred to as the � relaxation7�. The PU exhibits
a broad dispersion, more than two decades half-width at half
maximum on the low frequency side �the measurements
were limited to frequencies �107 Hz due to cable imped-
ance�. The breadth of the PU peak is a consequence of the
material’s morphology, with rigid isocyanate domains dis-
persed within the polybutadiene matrix, and the extensive
intermolecular coupling engendered by the hydrogen
bonding.8

The frequencies of the maximum in the dielectric loss,
fmax, for both polymers are plotted in Fig. 1. The data for the
PU span temperatures from approximately the calorimetric
Tg to above room temperature. The dielectric strength of the
PB is too weak �at least a factor of 25 lower than for the PU�a�Electronic mail: mike.roland@nrl.navy.mil
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to obtain results above 204 K. The solid curves in the figure
are fits to the Vogel-Fulcher equation2,7

log fmax = log f0 −
B log�e�
T − T0

, �1�

in which B and T0 are constants and f0 is the asymptotic,
high temperature value of fmax. The parameter values ob-
tained for the polymers are listed in Table I. The T sensitivity
decreases strongly with temperature; for example, the ap-
parent activation energy for the PU segmental dynamics
changes from 186 kJ/mol at the lowest temperatures in
Fig. 1 to 83 kJ/mol at the highest temperatures. From the
data we determined the fmax for 296 K listed in Table I. This
quantity defines the frequency for the transition to the glassy
state under ambient conditions of temperature and pressure.
Note that the segmental dynamics of the PB are almost three
orders of magnitude faster than for PU.

A layer of each rubber �thicknesses systematically varied
from 0.64–1.9 cm� was applied to 5.1 mm thick steel plates
using a cyanoacrylate adhesive for the PB and relying on the
inherent adhesion of the PU to the steel surface. �The use of
mechanical fasteners for the PB instead of chemical adhesion
had no discernible effect on its response.� A 13 g cylindrical
projectile �flat face with a cross-sectional area of 1.3 cm2�
impinged at normal incidence on the rubber-coated surface
of the laminate at room temperature, with the response of
each polymer shown in Fig. 2. The PB deforms in a typical
rubbery fashion—a high level of strain, with the deformation
very delocalized. The PU behavior is quite different. There is
minimal stretching of the rubber; rather, it shatters in a brittle
fashion upon impact. A measure of the energy dissipated to

the rubber can be estimated from the change in kinetic en-
ergy of the projectile after traversal of the coating, calculated
from the velocities with and without the rubber in place on
the steel substrate. For the PU these were measured to be
899.2 and 586.7 m/s, respectively. The energy loss to the
rubber is then 3 kJ, which corresponds to a strain energy
density of about 4 GJ/m3, assuming no delocalization. �This
assumption is consistent with the absence of any visual per-
turbation to the PU away from the immediate locus of the
impact.�

The ratio of the projectile velocity to the rubber thick-
ness defines the mean strain rate for the impact loading,
=�1.4±0.1��105 s−1 for the 0.64 cm coatings. This is more
than 3.5 orders of magnitude less than the frequency of seg-
mental relaxation of the polybutadiene; thus, the PB chains
can accommodate the imposed strain and respond in a rub-
bery mode. However, the strain rate is within a factor of 6 of
fmax for the PU at this temperature, causing its response to
traverse the glass transition zone of the viscoelastic spec-
trum. The consequence is the glassy, brittle mode of failure
seen in Fig. 2.

Mechanical characterization of the PU was reported pre-
viously for strain rates as high as �9�103 s−1, through
which there was no qualitative change in the nature of the
stress/strain curves,4 indicating the material remains in the
rubbery state during the tests. For the highest strain rate, the
energy density of the PU was only about 0.04 GJ/m3;4 that
is, the strain energy for a rubbery response is two orders of
magnitude smaller than the value observed herein for impact
loading. This corroborates our conclusion that the high strain
rate of the impact test induces a transition of the PU to the
glassy state, with the appearance of brittle failure yet con-
comitant large energy dissipation.

In summary, a change of �30 K in the glass transition
temperature of an elastomer can cause a qualitatively differ-
ent response to impact loading. When the local segmental
dynamics of the polymer become slower than the mechanical
strain rate, a transition to the glassy state is induced by the
impact, resulting in brittle failure. However, this failure is
accompanied by substantial energy dissipation, unlike such
failure in glassy materials. The essential requirement is that a
transition to the glassy state occur during the deformation.

TABLE I. Segmental relaxation parameters for the two elastomers.

Tg �K� log�f0 / s� B T0

log�fmax/ s�
at T=296 K

PB 182 11.1±0.2 349±15 152±1 8.7±0.5
PU 213 11.0±0.3 694±68 160±4 5.95±0.3

FIG. 1. Frequencies of the maximum in the dielectric loss peak. The solid
lines are fits to Eq. �1� �see Table I�. The inset shows the loss spectrum of
the polyurea at 296 K �corresponding to the vertical dashed line in the main
figure�, with the peak frequency indicated by the arrow. The measurement
terminates on the high frequency side due to cable inductance.

FIG. 2. �Color online� High speed photographs of the impact response of �a�
polybutadiene �rubbery behavior� and �b� polyurea �induced glass transi-
tion�. The projectile arrives from the left �speed �900 m/s�, making an
initial contact with the rubber-coated side. The grid lines are spaced 25 mm
apart. The preexisting protrusions evident in the substrate are from previous
impacts.
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These results demonstrate the effectiveness of high Tg elas-
tomers for damping applications involving a rapid applica-
tion of mechanical stress. Of course, the resistance to pen-
etration of a laminate likely entails other factors beyond
direct energy dissipation, such as impedance matching, mode
conversion, and strain delocalization. Mechanical coupling
between the polymer and the steel substrate is expected to
affect the distribution of the impact pressure and thus influ-
ence the response of the laminate. However, such ballistic
performance is beyond the scope of the present study.
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